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Objective: To characterize how, following a stretch-induced attenuation, volitional

muscle activation impacts stretch reflex activity in individuals with stroke.

Methods: A robotic device rotated the paretic elbow of individuals with hemiparetic

stroke from 70◦ to 150◦, and then back to 70◦ elbow flexion at an angular speed of

120◦/s. This stretching sequence was repeated 20 times. Subsequently, participants

volitionally activated their elbow musculature or rested. Finally, the stretching sequence

was repeated another 20 times. The flexors’ stretch reflex activity was quantified as the

net torque measured at 135◦.

Results: Data from 15 participants indicated that the stretching sequence attenuated

the flexion torque (p < 0.001) and resting sustained the attenuation (p = 1.000).

Contrastingly, based on data from 14 participants, voluntary muscle activation increased

the flexion torque (p < 0.001) to an initial pre-stretch torque magnitude (p = 1.000).

Conclusions: Stretch reflex attenuation induced by repeated fast stretches may be

nullified when individuals post-stroke volitionally activate their muscles. In contrast,

resting may enable a sustained reflex attenuation if the individual remains relaxed.

Significance: Stretching is commonly implemented to reduce hyperactive stretch

reflexes following a stroke. These findings suggest that stretch reflex accommodation

arising from repeated fast stretching may be reversed once an individual volitionally

moves their paretic arm.

Keywords: stroke, hypertonia, spasticity, motoneuron, stretch reflex, stretching, robotics

INTRODUCTION

An estimated 20–40% of survivors of a stroke exhibit hyperactive stretch reflexes, or spasticity,
defined as a position- and velocity-dependent resistance to muscle stretch (1–7). Hypertonia and
associated spasticity are thought to originate from increased spinal motoneuron excitability (2, 8–
13) and are shown to impair mobility, posture, and hygiene (4, 6, 7). One common approach to
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reduce hyperactive stretch reflexes is to stretch the affected
limb (14–17). For example, consecutive stretches fast enough to
elicit stretch reflexes, as confirmed by surface electromyography
(sEMG), have been shown to induce reflex accommodation when
the limb is relaxed (15). Even so, it remains unknown whether
the reflex accommodation that arises from stretching is sustained
once an individual volitionally activates their muscles.

Evidence indicates that subsequent volitional muscle
activation may negate the stretch-induced accommodation.
Previous work established that norepinephrine, which alters
stretch reflex activity, increases in cats with volitional movement
(18). Additional experiments in humans revealed that volitional
muscle activation prior to and during a task amplifies stretch
reflex responses (12, 19). Combined, these findings indicate
that volitional muscle activation increases stretch reflex activity
(12, 18, 19). Even so, the question remains whether volitional
muscle activation impacts stretch reflex excitability after
stretch-induced accommodation.

The current study investigated the impact of voluntary muscle
activation on stretch reflex activity following stretch-induced
accommodation in individuals with stroke. A protocol that has
been shown to accommodate the stretch reflex in the stroke
population was used, specifically applying consecutive stretches
that induce stretch reflexes to a relaxed arm (15). Research
suggests that muscle activation amplifies motoneuron excitability
and, in turn, stretch reflex activity (12, 18, 20). Hence, we
hypothesized that voluntary muscle activation would increase
stretch reflex activity when compared to the accommodated level
induced from consecutive stretches.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
This investigation was approved by the Northwestern University
Institutional Review Board and complies with the 1964
Declaration of Helsinki. Participants provided written informed
consent and were evaluated by a licensed clinician. Eligibility
criteria included: >1 year post-stroke; paresis confined to one
side; passive range-of-motion about the paretic elbow between
70◦ and 150◦, with 180◦ being full extension; volitional control
about the paretic elbow in extension and flexion; no use of
anti-spastic agents in the previous 6 months; absence of severe
cognitive deficits and contractures; and ability to detect a
movement at the paretic arm (21).

Experimental Setup
Participants sat in a Biodex chair (System 3 ProTM; Shirley,
NY, USA) with their trunk stabilized (Figure 1A). Their paretic
forearm was fixed to a manipulandum at 85◦ shoulder abduction
and 30◦ shoulder flexion, and its weight was fully supported.
A Harmonic Drive R© FHA-17C-100 motor with attached US250
encoder (Peabody, MA, USA) rotated the paretic forearm and
measured its angular position with a resolution of 0.000225◦.
A Futek reaction torque sensor (Model Number TFF600;
Irvine, CA, USA) measured torques with a resolution of
0.013Nm. Surface electromyography (sEMG) electrodes (Delsys,
16-channel Bagnoli EMG System; Boston, MA) placed on the

muscle bellies quantified activity of the elbow flexors (biceps
brachii, brachioradialis) and extensors (triceps brachii lateral
head). The software ran at 4 kHz, and data were saved at 1 kHz.

Procedures
A plethora of stretching approaches exist, which vary in angular
range, velocity, repetitions, and frequency (22). The stretching
protocol selected for this study was modeled after one protocol
that demonstrated stretch reflex accommodation in the stroke
population (15); this approach is commonly used in quantitative
ramp stretching protocols (3, 19, 23). Using this protocol,
participants completed a 2 h session on two separate days
(Figures 1B,C).

1. Slow Stretches: First Set

The paretic forearm was extended from 70◦ to 150◦, held for
10 s, flexed from 150◦ to 70◦, and held for 10 s. This stretching
sequence was repeated five times at an angular speed of 6◦/s to
avoid stretch reflex activity, as confirmed with sEMG. In turn, we
could quantify passive musculoskeletal properties (15, 24).

2. Fast Stretches: First Set

The stretching sequence described above was repeated 20 times
at an angular speed of 120◦/s to evoke flexor and extensor
stretch reflex activity, as determined with sEMG (3, 15, 24)
(Figure 1D).

3. Testing Condition

Voluntary Muscle Activation: During the first session,
participants extended and flexed about their paretic elbow
through their active range-of-motion five times as quickly
as possible.

Rest: This session was included to determine whether the time
elapsed, rather than the voluntary muscle activation, elicited a
change in the stretch reflex activity. Participants rested at 70◦

elbow flexion for an equal duration to the time that elapsed
between the first set and second set of 120◦/s stretches for the
voluntary muscle activation session.

4. Fast Stretches: Second Set

The stretching sequence was repeated 20 times at 120◦/s.

5. Slow Stretches: Second Set

The stretching sequence was repeated five times at 6◦/s.

Data Analyses
Quantifying Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness—Slow

Stretches
We aimed to quantify the passive musculoskeletal stiffness at
the beginning and end of each session. This was achieved by
analyzing the data acquired during the slow stretches, which were
implemented to avoid stretch reflex activity as determined by an
absence of sEMG activity. Data were removed for a participant’s
entire session if the muscle activity during these slow stretches
was not deemed quiescent, based on the sEMG data. Since the
stiffness profile is nonlinear for the range of angles that we tested,
we used a proxy measure to describe the passive musculoskeletal
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental setup and procedures. (A) Participant sitting with their paretic forearm affixed to the robotic device. (B) Five tasks of each session.

(C) Representation of one repetition of the stretching sequence. (D) Example angular position, angular velocity, biceps brachii sEMG activity, and torque data during

one repetition of the fast stretching sequence. Blue and red lines indicate the constant velocity portion in elbow extension and flexion, respectively. (E) Example torque

vs. angular position data. The blue filled circle identifies the flexion torque at 135◦, and the red filled circle identifies the extension torque at 88◦. Blue and red lines

indicate the constant velocity portion in elbow extension and flexion, respectively.

stiffness. Specifically, we quantified the difference in the mean
torque when the forearm was held at two discrete positions, 150◦

and 70◦ (τ 150◦− τ 70◦ ).Using this approach, we could ensure that

the difference in themean torque was based on consistent angular
positions for all participants, permitting this outcome measure to
be a good proxy for passive musculoskeletal stiffness.
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Quantifying Stretch Reflex Activity—Fast Stretches

Modeling
We used the following two outcome measures so that subsequent
analyses could identify changes in reflex activity: (1) net torque
for any stretch, i, and (2) change in net torque between any two
stretches, i and j (not necessarily consecutive).

To begin, we modeled the net torque (τNet) about the
elbow for every 120◦/s stretch in extension or flexion as a
summation of the neural stretch reflex (τReflex) component and
passive musculoskeletal inertial (τInertia), damping (τDamping),
and stiffness (τStiffness) components:

τNet (θ (t)) = τInertia (θ (t))+ τDamping (θ (t))+τStiffness (θ (t))

+τReflex (θ (t)). (1)

θ and t indicate angular position and time.
To avoid the influence of the passive musculoskeletal inertial

and damping components, we extracted and analyzed torque data
during the constant velocity portion of each stretch. Since the
robotic device implemented each stretch using the same control
algorithm, the passive musculoskeletal inertial and damping
components can be assumed to be comparable within a testing
session for each participant such that for any two stretches, i and j:

τInertiai (θ (t)) − τInertiaj (θ (t)) = 0 and

τDampingi (θ (t)) − τDampingj (θ (t)) = 0. (2)

Prior research indicates that the passive musculoskeletal stiffness
can be modified with stretching, particularly when using much
longer stretching durations than those used in our study (25–
29). Whether changes in passive musculoskeletal stiffness occur
for the shorter stretching duration used in our protocol remains
unknown (28). As such, analyses were needed to determine
whether the passive musculoskeletal stiffness did change due to
the 120◦/s stretches used in our protocol. We refer the reader
to sections Quantifying Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness—Slow
Stretches, Analysis of Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness—Slow
Stretches, and Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness for information
regarding how we obtained our outcome measures for the
passive musculoskeletal stiffness and, subsequently, ran our
analyses. If the passive musculoskeletal stiffness was not found
to significantly change within one testing session, we could
conclude that the passive musculoskeletal stiffness for any two
stretches, i and j, within that testing session was comparable such
that the difference between them would cancel one another out:

τStiffnessi (θ (t)) − τStiffnessj (θ (t)) = 0. (3)

Therefore, a comparison of the net torque for any two stretches, i
and j, within one testing session becomes a comparison of solely
the reflex component.

While we can use the logic provided above to indicate
that the passive musculoskeletal inertial, damping, and stiffness
components remain comparable within a testing session, the
same assumption cannot be made between testing sessions.
The measurements obtained for the passive musculoskeletal
inertial, damping, and stiffness components of Equation (1) may
not be comparable between testing sessions due to day-to-day

measurement errors related to the set up of the participant. To
address this limitation, the outcome measure used to compare
changes in the reflex activity between testing sessions was the
change in the net torque between any two stretches, i and j, within
one testing session:

τDiff (i,j)
(θ (t)) =

(

τInertiai (θ (t))+ τDampingi (θ (t))

+τStiffnessi (θ (t))+τReflexi (θ (t))
)

−
(

τInertiaj (θ (t))

+τDampingj (θ (t))+τStiffnessj (θ (t))+τReflexj (θ (t))
)

. (4)

If the passive musculoskeletal inertial, damping, and stiffness
components remain similar within a single testing session, as
discussed above, then the change in the net torque between the
two stretches, i and j, simplifies to the change in the stretch
reflex activity:

τDiff (i,j)
(θ (t))= τReflexi (θ (t))− τReflexj (θ (t)) . (5)

As such, the change in net torque can be used to compare the
impact of volitional muscle activation vs. rest on changes in
stretch reflex activity.

Reflex Elicitation
Data related to the flexors and/or extensors were removed
for a participant’s session if the muscle activity was deemed
insufficient, based on sEMG data, during the first stretch of the
first set of 120◦/s stretches.

Torque Extraction
The torque data were filtered using a forward-backward low-pass
filter with a 5Hz cut-off frequency (3, 12, 25, 30, 31). Following,
torque values at the angles of 135◦ and 88◦ were extracted
during each stretch in extension and flexion, respectively,
to quantify stretch reflex activity of the flexor and extensor
muscles, respectively (Figure 1E). These empirically selected
angles permitted consistent extraction of torque responses
across all participants during the constant velocity portion of
each stretch.

Short- and Long-Latency Response
In addition to examining the torque response, we analyzed the
participants’ sEMG data to identify the short-latency response,
arising from spinal-cord circuitry, and long-latency response,
potentially involving cortical circuitry. We extracted the sEMG
data at time points corresponding to the response time from
the spinal (20–50ms) and transcortical (50–150ms) components
of the stretch reflex (19). The relevant sEMG data were first
prepared for these analyses by subtracting the mean sEMG
activity from each movement so that the signal had a mean value
of zero. Following, the signal was rectified and then smoothed
using a low-pass forward-backward filter with a cutoff frequency
of 5Hz. Next, the baseline, pre-activation signal was determined
by taking the mean of this processed sEMG signal for the
500ms prior to the movement, and averaging it across every
stretch in extension and flexion, respectively, within a 120◦/s
stretching set. The corresponding pre-activation signal prior to
the movement in extension or flexion was removed from the
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average sEMG signal between 20 and 50ms and between 50 and
150ms, respectively, of every stretch within that 120◦/s stretching
set to give the short-latency response (SLR) and long-latency
response (LLR) for the flexors and extensors.

We highlight that the LLR is comprised of both transcortical
and spinal components since the sEMG spinal component of the
stretch reflex is present from∼20ms post perturbation initiation.
Thus, to deduce contributions arising from the transcortical
component, we needed to confirm that the spinal component
was comparable during the measurements occurring at 20–50ms
(SLR) and 50–150ms (LLR) after perturbation initiation. The
spinal component would only be comparable if the angular speed
at which the forearm rotated was the same during each of these
respective time windows. If the angular speed of rotation was
not comparable, then we would not be able to deduce whether
changes from the SLR to the LLR arise due to changes in the
spinal vs. the transcortical component. For this reason, we report
the mean angular speed of rotation of the forearm during the SLR
and LLR and summarize our results accordingly.

Statistical Analyses
Analysis of Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness—Slow

Stretches
We aimed to indicate whether the passive musculoskeletal
stiffness remained consistent within a single testing session.
This was achieved by using a pairwise t-test to determine
whether, across all participants, the difference in the mean
torque (τ 150◦− τ 70◦ ), as defined in section Quantifying Passive
Musculoskeletal Stiffness—Slow Stretches, significantly changed
between the first and second set of slow stretches for a single
testing session. If the difference in the mean torque was
found to significantly change, then the proposed analyses in
sectionQuantifying Stretch Reflex Activity—Fast Stretches would
not hold.

Analysis of Stretch Reflex Activity—Fast Stretches

Impact Across All Stretches
We aimed to indicate whether the torque arising due to stretch
reflex activity was impacted by the fast 120◦/s stretches before
and after volitional muscle activation and rest. To do so, the
net torque outcome measure, defined in section Quantifying
Stretch Reflex Activity—Fast Stretches, was fit to a linear mixed-
effects model, with participant as a random effect. We identified
whether the net torque depended on the stretch repetition (1–
20) and set (first, second) for each testing condition (volitional
muscle activation, rest) and muscle group (flexors, extensors).
An analysis of variance with a Tukey adjustment identified
significant fixed effects.

Impact Across Pairs of Stretches
In addition to identifying effects across all stretches, we also
identified effects for specific pairs of stretches. For these pairs,
data were analyzed across all participants using a pairwise t-test
with a Bonferroni correction.

To begin, we indicated whether the net torque significantly
differed between the following pairs of stretches for each testing
condition and muscle group. We compared the first set’s final

stretch and second set’s first stretch to determine whether
volitional muscle activation and rest had an immediate effect
on stretch-induced accommodated reflex activity. Additionally,
we compared the first stretch of the first set to the first stretch
of the second set to determine the impact of volitional muscle
activation and rest on reflex activity when compared to the reflex
activity prior to stretching. Moreover, we compared the final
stretch of the first set to the final stretch of the second set to
determine whether volitional muscle activation and rest affected
the extent to which the reflex could be accommodated with the
fast 120◦/s stretches.

Following, for each muscle group we determined whether
the difference in the net torque between each of these pairs of
stretches within each session depended on the testing condition.

Short- and Long-Latency Response
We aimed to indicate whether the short- and/or long-latency
response corresponding to spinal reflexes and potentially cortical
circuitry, respectively, were affected by the fast 120◦/s stretching
after the participant volitionally activated their muscles or
relaxed. To do so, we fit the SLR and LLR outcome measures
described in section Quantifying Stretch Reflex Activity—Fast
Stretches to a linear mixed-effects model, with participant
as a random effect. Subsequently, we determined whether
the SLR and LLR depended on the stretch repetition (1–20)
and set (first, second) for each testing condition (volitional
muscle activation, rest) and muscle group (flexors, extensors).
An analysis of variance with a Tukey adjustment identified
significant fixed effects.

RESULTS

Participants
Seventeen individuals 12 ± 9 (µ ± σ) years post-stroke
participated (Table 1). Participants had upper-extremity Fugl-
Meyer motor assessment (UE FMA) scores spanning 12–48 (µ±

σ UE FMA: 28± 11).

Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness
To address whether the passive musculoskeletal stiffness changed
within each testing session, we compared the difference in
the mean torque (τ 150◦− τ 70◦ ) for the first and second slow
stretching set of that testing session (Figure 2). Data for one
participant were removed from both testing sessions due to
the presence of muscle activity during the slow stretches, as
determined from analyses of the sEMG signals. Therefore, the
remaining analyses are based on the remaining 16 participants.

During the voluntary muscle activation session, muscle
activity was observed for a second participant during the slow
stretches, as determined from the sEMG signals; hence, data
for this participant were removed from further analyses of this
testing session. In turn, future analyses for the voluntary muscle
activation session were based on the remaining 15 participants.

Finally, during the rest session, there was a data storage error
during the slow stretches of the second set for one participant,
and, hence, data for this participant were not included in the
analyses relevant to the passive musculoskeletal stiffness. The
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TABLE 1 | Study participants.

Participant Gender Age Years Post Stroke Lesion Location UE FMA Score Biceps Brachii MAS

1 M 70 14 R: Fr,BG,I 29 1+

2 M 51 29 NA 26 1+

3 M 61 3 R: IC 39 1

4 M 70 22 L: Th,IC,BG,T,I 12 2

5 M 47 10 R: Th,IC,BG 18 2

6 F 69 14 L: Th,IC,BG 12 2

7 F 66 32 L: Th,IC,BG 16 1+

8 M 48 13 R: Th,IC,BG 38 2

9 M 43 4 L: Th,IC,BG,Fr,P 39 1+

10 M 63 14 L: IC 48 1+

11 M 59 7 L: IC 22 3

12 M 73 15 NA 27 1+

13 M 48 7 R: Th,BG 33 1+

14 F 49 11 R: IC,Fr,P 28 1+

15 M 64 8 R: IC 17 1+

16 M 62 4 NA 36 2

17 M 58 1 NA NA 1+

UE-FMA, upper-extremity score of Fugl-Meyer motor assessment (max = 66); MAS, modified Ashworth scale score (max = 4); M, male; F, female; R, right; L, left; Th, thalamus;

IC, internal capsule; BG, basal ganglia; Fr, frontal; P, parietal; T, temporal; I, insula; NA, not available. Participant 11 was removed due to the presence of muscle activity during the

slow stretches.

FIGURE 2 | Difference in the mean torque, a proxy for the passive musculoskeletal stiffness, across each session. Mean (bar height) and lower and upper 95th

percentile confidence intervals (error bars) are identified for participants’ difference in the mean torque during each slow stretching set (Set 1 and Set 2) of every

session (voluntary muscle activation and rest).

data analyzed for this participant for the first set of this session,
as well as both sets of the voluntary muscle activation session,
did not reveal the presence of muscle activity. Hence, while we
excluded this participant from the analyses relevant to the passive
musculoskeletal stiffness, we did include this participant’s data in
the remaining analyses for the 120◦/s stretches.

Analyses of the passive musculoskeletal stiffness during the
slow stretches were based on 15 participants for each session
since two participants were excluded from each session, as
discussed above. Results shown in Figure 2 indicate that the
difference in the mean torque (τ 150◦ − τ 70◦ ), as defined
in section Quantifying Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness—
Slow Stretches, did not significantly change between the first

and second set of slow stretches of the voluntary muscle
activation [t(14) = −0.37; p = 0.718] and rest [t(14) = 0.06;
p = 0.951] sessions. Consequently, we conclude that the passive
musculoskeletal stiffness remained similar throughout each
session, providing support that the outcome measures described
in section Quantifying Stretch Reflex Activity—Fast Stretches
are reasonable.

Preparation of Fast Stretch Data for
Analyses
For the 120◦/s stretching data, separate analyses were run for
the different muscle groups (flexors and extensors). That is,
when the forearm extended from 70◦ to 150◦, we obtained
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FIGURE 3 | Participants’ flexion and extension torque as a function of stretch repetition prior to and following voluntary muscle activation and rest. Mean (bar height)

and lower and upper 95th percentile confidence intervals (error bars) are identified. A line with a star above indicates a significant difference between sets. An

individual star indicates stretch repetitions that significantly differ from subsequent stretch repetition(s). Post-hoc comparisons for each significant stretch repetition are

provided in Figure 4.

information about how the stretched flexor muscles responded.
Likewise, when the forearm flexed from 150◦ to 70◦, we
obtained information about how the stretched extensor muscles
responded. Hereafter, results will be presented by the muscle
group stretched, i.e., flexors and extensors.

As discussed in section Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness,
data from two participants for the volitional muscle
activation session and one participant for the rest session
were excluded due to the presence of muscle activity
during the slow stretches. Given that the baseline muscle
activity existed, we could not clearly determine how the
120◦/s stretching impacted these participants’ reflex activity.
Therefore, results presented for the volitional muscle activation
and rest sessions are based on the remaining 15 and 16
participants, respectively.

Flexors
We confirmed that muscle flexor activity was present in
the first stretch of the first 120◦/s stretching set of each
testing session for every participant (see section Quantifying
Stretch Reflex Activity—Fast Stretches). In this way, we could
confirm that attenuation of the stretch reflex activity was
occurring. Data for one participant in each testing session
were removed due to quiescent flexor muscle activity.
Therefore, results for the flexors during the volitional
muscle activation and rest sessions are based on 14 and 15
participants, respectively. Results comparing these testing

sessions are based on 13 participants for whom data existed
in both.

Extensors
We confirmed that muscle extensor activity was present in the
first stretch of the first 120◦/s stretching set of each testing
session for every participant (see section Quantifying Stretch
Reflex Activity—Fast Stretches). In this way, we could confirm
that attenuation of the stretch reflex activity was occurring. Data
for nine participants in the volitional muscle activation session
and 11 participants in the rest session were removed from the
analyses for the extensors due to quiescent extensor muscle
activity. Therefore, results for the extensors during the volitional
muscle activation session and rest session are based on six and
five participants, respectively. Results comparing these sessions
are based on four participants for whom data existed in both.

Impact of Voluntary Muscle Activation and
Rest on Reflex Activity Across All Fast
Stretches
Results are summarized in Figures 3, 4.

Flexors
During the voluntary muscle activation session, the net torque
reduced as the stretch repetition increased [F(19, 526) = 14.78;
p < 0.001], being greater on the first two fast stretches than
subsequent stretches (p < 0.050). Additionally, the net torque
was greater across the second set of 120◦/s stretches following
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FIGURE 4 | Post-hoc comparisons for the results presented in Figure 3 during the voluntary muscle activation and rest sessions. Rows identify the ith stretch

repetition, and columns identify subsequent stretch repetitions. Rows are not included for stretch repetitions that did not have significance. Significance is represented

using shading—white: p > 0.050; light gray: p < 0.050; darker gray: p < 0.010; darkest gray: p < 0.001.

voluntary muscle activation than the first set [F(1, 526) = 9.64;
p = 0.002]. Therefore, volitional muscle activation amplified
stretch reflex activity across subsequent fast stretches.

During the rest session, the net torque decreased with stretch
repetition [F(19, 526) = 8.34; p < 0.001], being greater on the
first two fast stretches than on subsequent stretches (p < 0.050).
Additionally, the net torque was less across the second set of
fast stretches following rest than the first set [F(1, 565) = 116.73;
p < 0.001]. Therefore, the stretch reflex activity was not found to
be noticeably affected by the rest.

Extensors
During the voluntary muscle activation session, the net torque
depended on the stretch repetition [F(19, 214) = 2.62; p < 0.001],
with a significant difference between the eighth and subsequent
fast stretches (p > 0.050), yet did not depend on the stretching
set [F(1, 214) = 2.13; p = 0.146]. Therefore, the 120◦/s stretches
did not notably attenuate extensor reflex activity.

During the rest session, the net torque did not significantly
depend on the stretch repetition [F(19, 175) = 0.11; p = 1.000];
yet, the net torque was less across the second fast stretching
set following rest than the first [F(1, 175) = 56.96; p < 0.001].
Therefore, each individual 120◦/s stretch did not noticeably
attenuate the extensor reflex activity whereas there was a
cumulative effect.

Pairwise Comparisons
Figure 5 summarizes the impact of voluntary muscle activation
and rest on specific pairs of fast stretches.

Immediate Impact of Voluntary Muscle Activation and

Rest on Reflex Activity When Compared to

Stretch-Attenuated Level
We compared the net torque of the second set’s first fast stretch to
the first set’s final fast stretch to determine the immediate impact
of volitional muscle activation and rest on stretch-induced
attenuated stretch reflex activity (Figure 5A).

Flexors
The net torque increased following voluntary muscle activation
[t(13) = −5.22; p < 0.001], but not rest [t(14) = −1.09;
p= 0.879]. The difference in the net torque between these two fast
stretches did not significantly differ between the voluntarymuscle
activation and rest sessions [t(12) = 2.62; p = 0.067], albeit there
was a trend toward significance. Combined, these results suggest
that flexor reflex activity increased immediately with volitional
muscle activation, but not rest.

Extensors
No significant difference in the net torque was found between
these two 120◦/s stretches following voluntary muscle activation
[t(5) = 2.04; p = 0.289] and rest [t(4) = −1.15; p = 0.948].
Therefore, extensor reflex activity was sustained regardless of
volitional muscle activation or rest.

Immediate Impact of Voluntary Muscle Activation and

Rest on Reflex Activity When Compared to

Pre-stretching Level
We compared the net torque of the second set’s first fast stretch to
the first set’s first fast stretch to determine the immediate impact
of volitional muscle activation and rest on stretch reflex activity
when compared to pre-accommodation levels (Figure 5B).
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FIGURE 5 | Comparison of the flexion and/or extension torque during specific stretches. Mean (bar height) and lower and upper 95th percentile confidence intervals

(error bars) are identified. A line with a star above indicates a significant difference. Comparison between the: (A) final fast stretch of set 1 and initial fast stretch of set

2, (B) initial fast stretch of set 1 and initial fast stretch of set 2, and (C) final fast stretch of set 1 and final fast stretch of set 2.
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Flexors
The net torque from the first 120◦/s stretch was greater for the
first set than the second set for the rest session [t(14) = 4.78;
p < 0.001], but not the voluntary muscle activation session
[t(13) = 0.053; p= 1.000]. Even so, the difference in the net torque
between these two fast stretches did not significantly differ when
comparing the voluntary muscle activation and rest sessions
[t(12) = 2.02; p = 0.198]. Combined, these results suggest that
volitional muscle activation restored flexor reflex activity to pre-
stretch levels whereas rest maintained the stretch-induced flexor
reflex accommodation.

Extensors
The net torque did not significantly change between these two
fast stretches during the voluntary muscle activation [t(5) = 0.14;
p = 1.000] and rest [t(4) = −1.91; p = 0.388] sessions.
Therefore, extensor stretch reflex activity was at a pre-stretch
level immediately following volitional muscle activation and rest.

Impact of Voluntary Muscle Activation and Rest on

Reflex Activity of Final Fast Stretches
We compared the net torque from the final fast stretch of
each set to determine whether voluntary muscle activation
and rest impacted the level to which our stretching protocol
accommodated reflex activity (Figure 5C).

Flexors
The net torque did not significantly differ between these two fast
stretches during the voluntary muscle activation [t(13) = −1.27;
p = 0.679] and rest [t(14) = 1.69; p = 0.339] sessions. Therefore,
our stretching protocol accommodated flexor stretch reflex
activity to similar levels regardless of the testing condition.

Extensors
The net torque did not significantly differ between these two
fast stretches during the voluntary muscle activation [t(5) = 1.99;
p= 0.954] and rest [t(4) =−1.06; p= 1.000] sessions. Therefore,
our stretching protocol accommodated extensor stretch reflex
activity to similar levels regardless of the testing condition.

Short- and Long-Latency Reflex Response
Results are summarized in Supplementary Figures 1–3.

Flexors
To describe the flexors’ SLR and LLR, we analyzed the sEMG
data captured from the biceps brachii. Across all fast stretches,
the average speed at which the forearm rotated during the time
segment corresponding to the SLR and LLR was 94.7◦/s and
117.9◦/s, respectively. Hence, the spinal contribution to the SLR
and LLR could have differed due to the change in the angular
speed at which the forearm rotated during each respective
time window. Therefore, we cannot draw conclusions regarding
contributions arising from the transcortical input since the spinal
input was still changing during the LLR time window due to the
ramping up of the angular speed.

During the voluntary muscle activation session, the
biceps brachii SLR [F(19, 526) = 8.28; p < 0.001] and LLR
[F(19, 526) = 8.28; p < 0.001] reduced with stretch repetition,

with muscle activity being greater on the first fast stretch
than subsequent stretches (p < 0.050). The stretching set did
not significantly affect the SLR [F(1, 526) = 0.02; p = 0.895]
and LLR [F(1, 526) = 0.08; p = 0.772]. These results indicate
that a short-latency response could explain changes in the
biceps brachii reflex activity throughout the voluntary muscle
activation session; due to the change in the angular speed
at which the forearm rotated during the SLR and LLR time
windows, the contributions during the long-latency response
remain inconclusive.

During the rest session, the biceps brachii SLR
[F(19, 565) = 1.95; p = 0.010] and LLR [F(19, 565) = 2.45;
p < 0.001] reduced with stretch repetition, with muscle activity
being greater on the first fast stretch than subsequent stretches
(p < 0.050). Additionally, the SLR increased from the first
to the second fast stretching set [F(1, 565) = 4.80; p = 0.029],
whereas the LLR did not significantly change [F(1, 565) = 0.98;
p = 0.323]. These results, again, indicate that the short-latency
response can explain changes in the biceps brachii reflex activity
throughout the rest session; due to the change in the angular
speed at which the forearm rotated during the SLR and LLR time
windows, the contributions during the long-latency response
remain inconclusive.

Extensors
To describe the extensors’ SLR and LLR, we analyzed the sEMG
data captured from the lateral head of the triceps brachii. Across
all fast stretches, the average speed at which the forearm rotated
during the time segment corresponding to the SLR and LLR was
94.5◦/s and 118.2◦/s, respectively. Hence, the spinal contribution
to the SLR and LLR could have differed due to the change in
the angular speed at which the forearm rotated during each
respective time window. Therefore, we cannot draw conclusions
regarding contributions arising from the transcortical input since
the spinal input was still changing during the LLR time window
due to the ramping up of the angular speed.

During the voluntary muscle activation session, the
triceps brachii SLR [F(19, 214) = 2.51; p < 0.001] and LLR
[F(19, 214) = 2.45; p = 0.001] reduced with stretch repetition,
being greater on the eighth fast stretch than the seventeenth fast
stretch and nineteenth fast stretch (p < 0.050). Additionally, the
triceps brachii activity was greater on the second fast stretching
set, after volitional muscle activation, than the first set for the
SLR [F(1, 214) = 72.06; p < 0.001] and LLR [F(1, 214) = 65.54;
p < 0.001]. These results suggest that the short-latency response
can explain changes in the triceps brachii reflex activity
throughout the voluntary muscle activation session; due to the
change in the angular speed at which the forearm rotated during
the SLR and LLR time windows, the contributions during the
long-latency response remain inconclusive.

During the rest session, the triceps brachii activity was less
on the second fast stretching set, after rest, than the first fast
stretching set for the SLR [F(1, 175) = 61.66; p < 0.001] and LLR
[F(1, 175) = 60.94; p < 0.001]. The triceps brachii activity was
not found to be significantly affected by the stretch repetition for
the SLR [F(19, 175) = 0.13; p = 1.000] and LLR [F(19, 175) = 0.13;
p = 1.000]. These results demonstrate that the short-latency
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response can explain changes in the triceps brachii reflex activity
during the rest session; due to the change in the angular
speed at which the forearm rotated during the SLR and LLR
time windows, the contributions from the long-latency response
remain inconclusive.

DISCUSSION

We examined whether volitional muscle activation altered stretch
reflex activity following consecutive fast stretches in individuals
with stroke. To begin, we demonstrated that the fast stretches
attenuated stretch reflex activity in the flexor muscles. Following,
we showed, for the first time, that subsequent voluntary muscle
activation reverses stretch-induced reflex accommodation of
the flexors.

The majority of the data for our participants’ extensor muscles
were excluded due to quiescent extensor muscle activity during
the 120◦/s stretches; the absence of extensor reflex activity is
likely due to the stretching speed of 120◦/s not being fast
enough (19, 32). Therefore, analyses for the extensors were based
on a low number of participants. Prior research corroborates
this finding that, in the upper limb, the extensors are not as
affected with motor deficits, including spasticity, as the flexors
(33–37). Given the limitation of the quiescent muscle activity
and, in turn, small sample size for the extensors, we chose
to not discuss and draw conclusions based on these data.
Therefore, the following discussion only reflects our findings for
the elbow flexors.

We also highlight that the mechanism governing stretch-
induced reflex accommodation remains unclear; existing
literature points to possible neural and mechanical origins
(15, 38–40). Hence, we discuss our results in light of these
potential reflex-accommodating mechanisms.

Impact of Voluntary Muscle Activation on
Flexor Reflex Activity Following
Stretch-Induced Accommodation
Our results indicate that volitional muscle activation
restores flexor stretch reflex activity to initial hyperactive
levels, despite stretch-induced reflex accommodation.
Here, we consider three mechanisms that potentially
underly this restoration: (1) motoneuron excitability and
monoaminergic drive; (2) spindle afferent activity; and (3) passive
musculoskeletal stiffness.

Motoneuron Excitability and Monoaminergic Drive
Research shows that descending noradrenergic and serotonergic
neural activity, and, subsequently, motoneuron excitability,
increases with voluntary movement (18, 41, 42). Noradrenergic
neurons increased firing before and during voluntary muscle
activation in cats and monkeys, while serotonergic neurons
increased firing corresponding to the voluntary motor
output in cats (18, 41, 42). Norepinephrine and serotonin
are monoamines that heighten motoneuron excitability
by increasing resting membrane potential, decreasing
firing threshold, and contributing to persistent inward

currents (43–45). As hyperactive stretch reflexes arise from
increased motoneuron excitability, it follows that increased
monoaminergic input with voluntary movement would
heighten motoneuron excitability and, thus, stretch reflex
activity. Post-stroke, bulbospinal pathways containing these
monoaminergic neurons are upregulated, such that this
proposed mechanism becomes especially relevant for explaining
our results (2, 10–12, 46, 47).

Spindle Afferent Activity
Muscle contraction can lead to postcontraction sensory
discharge, or a prolonged increased firing rate and dynamic
stretch sensitivity in muscle spindles from persistent actin-
myosin cross-bonds (48–52). Increased spindle afferent activity
and, thus, excitatory input to spinal motoneurons would
increase motoneuron excitability and, in turn, stretch reflex
activity. Spinal animals exhibit this elevated activity, suggesting
supraspinal input is not necessary for increased motoneuron
activity post-contraction (53). While spindle discharge rates have
been shown to increase with voluntary contraction, research has
shown that heightened spindle activity does not contribute to
spasticity since individuals with stroke have the same spindle
sensitivity as individuals who have not had a stroke (54, 55).
Therefore, an increase in spindle afferent activity post voluntary
contraction is not a likely contributor to the observed reversal in
stretch reflex activity.

Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness
Passive musculotendon stiffness can change with repeated
stretching (25–29); however, we did not observe a noticeable
change in our proxy outcomemeasure used to identify the passive
musculoskeletal stiffness across the span of each session (see
section Passive Musculoskeletal Stiffness). This finding suggests
that the underlying mechanism of the reflex accommodation and
its reversal is not musculoskeletal in nature.

In summary, our results suggest that volitional muscle
activation restores flexor stretch reflex activity to initial
hyperactive levels, despite reflex accommodation induced by
repeated fast stretches. Changes in motoneuron excitability
post voluntary contraction is the most likely contributor to
these findings.

Impact of Rest on Flexor Stretch Reflex
Activity Following Stretch-Induced
Accommodation
Our results suggest that stretch reflex accommodation is
sustained in the absence of volitional muscle activation
and that rest does not facilitate noticeable further reflex
accommodation with subsequent consecutive 120◦/s stretches.
This finding corroborates previous research that followed a
different stretching protocol and showed that accommodated
elbow reflex activity was not restored after 3–5min of rest (56).
The mechanisms proposed above could have been maintained
while resting, allowing the decreased stretch reflex activity to
be sustained.
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Impact of Voluntary Muscle Activation and
Rest on Stretch-Induced Flexor Stretch
Reflex Accommodation
The impact of the 120◦/s fast consecutive stretches on the
flexors was most evident within the first few perturbations. This
short-lived efficacy may arise from a consistent elevated tonic
monoaminergic supply post-stroke, which limits the level of
reduction possible such that reflex activity plateaus (12, 57). As
the mechanism underlying stretch-induced accommodation is
still uncertain, additional neural mechanisms such as Ia synaptic
plasticity and reduced motor neuron excitability following
repeated stretch-induced activation could have impacted the level
to which the reflex activity accommodated (15, 38–40).

Short-Latency and Long-Latency
Response
While we did not investigate the specific underlying mechanisms
of the stretch reflex accomodation, we did analyze the muscle
activity over time windows corresponding to the short-latency
and long-latency stretch responses associated with spinal
and transcortical circuitry, respectively. Our analyses suggest
that the short-latency response, associated with the spinal
circuitry, contributed to the reflex accommodation and the
restoration of heightened stretch reflex activity after volitional
muscle activation.

To begin, we observed during the voluntary muscle activation
session that the short-latency response decreased with the
number of 120◦/s stretches, yet was not affected by the
stretching set. However, during the rest session the short-latency
response decreased with the number of fast stretches, as well
as the stretching set. Therefore, it appears that the volitional
muscle activity increased the short-latency response such that
it was comparable across the entire first set of fast stretches
when compared to the entire second set of fast stretches. In
contrast, during the rest session the short-latency response was
significantly less across the entire second set of 120◦/s stretches
when compared to the entire first set of fast stretches. Hence, any
noticeable increase in the short-latency response due to rest was
not observed.

Conclusions about the impact of the voluntary muscle
activation and rest on the long-latency response, which is
associated with transcortical circuitry, cannot be deduced.
This is because the angular speed differed during the time
windows corresponding to the short- and long-latency response,
potentially contributing to a speed-dependent change in spinal
activity that was greater than the change in transcortical activity.

Future work is needed to improve our understanding for
the mechanism contributing to the impact of volitional muscle
activation on reversing stretch-induced reflex accommodation.

Limitations
One limitation of this study is that the angular speed of 120◦/s
did not elicit a stretch reflex in all participants. This speed was
selected since it is faster than speeds used in previous research;
yet, using even faster speeds may have been more effective
for eliciting responses in the flexors as well as extensors of

all participants (15). Second, only one stretching protocol was
examined in this experiment. Different stretching interventions,
including of varying angular range, velocity, repetitions, and
frequency, may lead to different results with regards to the
rate of reflex accommodation and the impact of volitional
muscle activation and rest. Third, only a ballistic movement,
selected for its functional relevance, was tested; other voluntary
movement types (e.g., slow, isometric) could induce different
effects on stretch reflex activity. Fourth, this study examined
the immediate impact of voluntary movement on stretch reflex
activity without addressing long-term effects. Currently, the bulk
of the literature examines the effects of stretching within a single
session and neglects the long-term effects. Further research is
needed to understand the effect of stretching, and volitional
muscle activation after stretching, on spasticity in the long term.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our findings indicate that stretch reflex accommodation can
be altered by volitional muscle activation. Clinically, our
findings suggest that the therapeutic benefit of accommodating
stretch reflex activity in individuals with stroke through fast
consecutive stretches may be reversed once the individual
volitionally activates their paretic arm. This study examined a
single, precisely-controlled, robot-mediated stretching protocol,
whereas there is a plethora of stretching protocols utilized
in the clinical setting that have much greater stretch-to-
stretch variation. Further testing is needed to determine if
voluntary muscle activation yields similar results with other
stretching protocols. Even so, as long as the stretch reflex
threshold is reached, the results of the current study are
likely to persist. Moreover, additional research is needed to
elucidate the mechanism(s) contributing to increased stretch
reflex activity post-volitional muscle activation, in addition to
determining the exact neural mechanism(s) contributing to
the accommodation of the stretch reflex when stretching. For
individuals with a unilateral brain injury due to a stroke, who
cannot volitionally activate their paretic arm, the stretch-induced
reflex accommodation arising from fast consecutive stretching
may remain beneficial. To conclude, future work is needed
to understand the long-term implications of fast consecutive
stretches as an effective treatment for stretch reflex hyperactivity,
or spasticity, in individuals with stroke.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Participants’ short-latency response (SLR) as a

function of stretch repetition prior to and following voluntary muscle activation and

rest. The responses for the flexors and extensors are identified by the muscle

activity of the biceps brachii and triceps brachii, respectively. Mean (bar height)

and lower and upper 95th percentile confidence intervals (error bars) are identified.

A line with a star above indicates a significant difference between sets. An

individual star indicates stretch repetitions that significantly differ from subsequent

stretch repetition(s). Post-hoc comparisons for each significant stretch repetition

are provided in Supplementary Figure 3.

Supplementary Figure 2 | Participants’ long-latency response (LLR) as a

function of stretch repetition prior to and following voluntary muscle activation and

rest. The responses for the flexors and extensors are identified by the muscle

activity of the biceps brachii and triceps brachii, respectively. Mean (bar height)

and lower and upper 95th percentile confidence intervals (error bars) are identified.

A line with a star above indicates a significant difference between sets. An

individual star indicates stretch repetitions that significantly differ from subsequent

stretch repetition(s). Post-hoc comparisons for each significant stretch repetition

are provided in Supplementary Figure 3.

Supplementary Figure 3 | Post-hoc comparisons for the results presented in

Supplementary Figures 1, 2 during the voluntary muscle activation and rest

sessions. Rows identify the ith stretch repetition, and columns identify subsequent

stretch repetitions. Rows are not included for stretch repetitions that didi not have

significance. Significance is represented using shading—white: p > 0.050; light

gray: p < 0.050; darker gray: p < 0.010; darkest gray: p < 0.001.
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